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Abstract: This paper shows a Lean Construction method being implemented with a bottom-up strategy, using spontaneous improvement as a tool for the implementation. To introduce the changes, all workers were trained on how to manage and identify the 8 types of waste, and presented to a simplified A3 thinking approach as a problem-solving technique.

The implementation occurred on a large infrastructure project with a total extension of 83 km, using the construction of a water pipeline as an example, studying it for six months. To measure the results, the labor productivity rate and the average production-per-day rate were introduced as performance indicators, to analyse whether the implementation was successful or not.

By the end of the study, it was possible to observe a correlation between the number of improvements made, the labor productivity rate, and the average production-per-day rate, which implied a successful implementation of the lean philosophy.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There are many ways and different strategies to implement Lean Construction on construction companies. The most common ways of doing so are the top-down and the bottom-up strategies. Arbulu and Zabelle (2012) considered that the top-down method often pushed organizations to adopt a shallow and wide implementation approach, typically conceived and mandated by the leadership and without proper stakeholder engagement. Therefore, many difficulties for a successful implementation of the Lean Construction philosophy have been reported, as Berroir et al (2015) questions the sustainability of most actions done by company leaders for implementation, and as Jørgensen et al (2004) has observed, the cultural interpretations constituted a considerable impediment to process-oriented cooperation.

The main barrier to Lean Construction implementation is resistance by the middle management, supervisors and employees. Team resistance comprises more than 86% of the barriers to implementation, as shown in the Lean Enterprise Institute (2007) chart (Figure 1). This is the major problem that must be overcome for a successful lean transformation to occur.
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Meanwhile, Sarhan, S. and Fox, A. (2013) identified the top 3 barriers for Lean Construction implementation, in the following order:

- Lack of adequate lean awareness and understanding
- Lack of top management commitment
- Culture and human attitudinal issues

To address the implementation problems listed above, an alternative implementation method is the bottom-up strategy. According to Hook and Stehn (2008), this strategy implies that workers, by doing specific working routines, can implement a work culture, where the lean tools can improve how things are done traditionally. There are few published research studies that evaluate the on-site implementation of lean construction for workers, as Pichi and Granja (2014) did with lean principles; and Berroir et al (2015) did with added value analysis and 5S. However, no research was identified that focused on the training of employees such that they might be empowered to reduce or eliminate wastes in their own processes.

Motivated by the discussion above, this paper aims to evaluate an on-site implementation of lean construction using a bottom-up strategy, where the workers themselves improved their own processes. All data were collected by studying a large water pipeline construction site in Brazil.

2 DESCRIBING THE PROJECT

The project that was studied for this paper is a large water production system, with a flow rate of up to 6.4 cubic meters per second, made to supply a population of 500,000. The system is consisted of:
• A water intake facility
• A water treatment facility
• 83 km of water pipeline
• Another structures as water reservoirs and pumping stations

2.1 Studied activity
As previously stated, the scope of this paper is the construction of the pipeline, which has a diameter of 2.1m and the trenches have 4 meters of depth. The initial estimated building cycle time is of one and a half day for every 7 meters of pipeline completed. The construction cycle is composed by the following activities:

- Soil Excavation
- Pipeline installation
- Welding
- Soil Backfill

The project had several crews doing the same job in different places in order to build it faster. The composition of the teams involved on the construction process for each of the activities is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: team composition for different activities of the water pipeline construction.](image)

In this study, the water pipeline is considered as only one construction activity, that has the construction cycle mentioned above, and the product is always finished with the trench completely backfilled.

3 Structuring the Strategy

3.1 Fundamentals and methodology
As Womack and Jones (2013) describe, kaizen means continuous incremental improvement. They also say that a combination of both radical improvement (kaikaku) and continuous improvement (kaizen) can produce endless improvements.

This research focused on only continuous incremental improvements, or kaizen events. It began with a training phase in which all workers were trained. Then the
improvements were captured using a kaizen form (Figure 3). Finally, all data collected were analyzed comparing the improvements and the labor productivity rate during the same period.

3.2 Training phase

The training provided to the workforce consisted in two specific topics of lean: waste reduction and problem solving.

As Liker (2004) mentioned, there are 8 types of wastes: overproduction, waiting, transportation, extra processing, inventory, excessive motion, defects and underutilized personnel. For each type of waste, it was showed to the workforce a contextualized example, for better understanding.

The other topic consisted of problem solving. To simplify the lesson, a reduced A3 thinking model for training was adopted so that the foremen and their crew could easily understand the concept.

The objective was to merge the two LC topics into one. Each time the workers found a waste, they were instructed to instinctively solve the problem as they had been trained, assisted by the engineers responsible for the task.

3.3 Capturing the improvement

As mentioned before, a simplified A3 thinking method was implemented, so that the foreman and his crew could identify different kinds of waste, and make improvements to overcome them. To register the actions taken on field, a proprietary form called "kaizen" (Figure 3) was developed. The kaizen form is divided in four different areas: waste or problem identification; waste or problem cause; solution or improvement implemented; and results obtained. It also has a checkbox, where the type of waste found can be marked.

All the data collect was compiled into a data base of improvement information so it could be analyzed.

Figure 3: kaizen form.
After the data was analyzed, the engineer responsible for the implementation of LC would visit the crew, to verify the improvements that were made, and to encourage the team to produce more kaizens forms by pointing out the results that were already obtained to promote continuous improvement.

4 IMPROVEMENTS REFLECTING ON PRODUCTIVITY

To measure the impact of the improvements, labor productivity rate and the average production-per-day rate were chosen as performance indicators, and assessed over a period of six months. Figure 4 shows the monthly productivity and the number of kaizen forms accumulated and analyzed for the water pipeline construction activity.

![Graph showing the monthly productivity and the number of kaizen forms accumulated and analyzed for the water pipeline construction activity.](image)

Figure 4: comparison of number of kaizen forms accumulated and labor productivity rate over time.

Figure 5 shows average production-per-day rate and the number of kaizens forms accumulated during the period.
Both figures 4 and 5 showed a correlation of the performance indicator and the number of kaizen forms accumulated during the period. The correlation on figure 4 means that over the increase of kaizen forms, less labor hours were necessary to do the task. So, the activity was becoming more productive. And the correlation on figure 5 means that more product was made in a single day over the increase of kaizen forms. Hence, these two facts were a result of a systematically waste reduction over time.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The bottom-up strategy for Lean Construction implementation on construction sites described on this paper is effective because it stimulates the engagement of the workers to make improvements on their own processes. This is made possible through training to enable them to find and eliminate wastes in their daily work.

Even though the labor productivity rate and the average production rate were chosen as the performance indicators for measuring the success of Lean Construction implementation on this case, it is expected that other performance indicators could also show a positive outcome, reflecting the improvements made by the kaizen forms, as shown on this paper. Systematically speaking, a reduction of waste on the construction process can also lead to an increase of quality and worker safety.

It was also observed that, as the number of kaizen grew, the effect it had on increasing the productivity and production rate would grow less, reaching a superior limit. This happened because the first improvements made had big impacts on performance, but as time went on, there was a tendency that the improvements would have a significantly smaller impact on performance, which meant that the work processes were close to their limit of improvement. Therefore, this study advocates radical change (kaikaku) followed by collective kaizen to promote a systematically continuous improvement.

To avoid that all the spontaneous improvement made could be somehow lost within time, it is suggested that a standardized manner of cataloguing what was made is created,
to add the improvements made by the application of the kaizen forms into the working
culture of the company. And to really achieve continuous improvement, further actions,
taken from a top-down perspective, must be added to the bottom-up spontaneous
improvement methods, so that the company can reach its peak efficiency on working
routines on a faster way.
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